The SuperNova / Acceleration Probe (SNAP) is a space-based experiment to measure the expansion history of the Universe and study both its dark energy and the dark matter. The experiment is motivated by the startling discovery that the expansion of the Universe is accelerating. A 0.7 square-degree imager comprised of 36 large format fully-depleted n-type CCD's sharing a focal plane with 36 HgCdTe detectors forms the heart of SNAP, allowing discovery and lightcurve measurements simultaneously for many supernovae. The imager and a high-efficiency low-resolution integral field spectrograph are coupled to a 2-m three mirror anastigmat wide-field telescope, which will be placed in a high-earth orbit. The SNAP mission can obtain high-signal-to-noise calibrated light-curves and spectra for over 2000 Type Ia supernovae at redshifts between z = 0.1 and 1.7. The resulting data set can not only determine the amount of dark energy with high precision, but test the nature of the dark energy by examining its equation of state. In particular, dark energy due to a cosmological constant can be differentiated from alternatives such as "quintessence", by measuring the dark energy's equation of state to an accuracy of ±0.05, and by studying its time dependence.
INTRODUCTION
In the past decade the study of cosmology has taken its first major steps as a precise empirical science, combining concepts and tools from astrophysics and particle physics. The most recent of these results have already brought surprises. The Universe's expansion is apparently accelerating rather than decelerating as expected solely due to gravity. This implies that the simplest model for the Universe -flat and dominated by matter -appears not to be true, and that our current fundamental physics understanding of particles, forces, and fields is likely to be incomplete.
The clearest evidence for this surprising conclusion comes from the recent supernova measurements of changes in the Universe's expansion rate that directly show the acceleration. Figure 1 shows the results of Ref. 1 (see also Ref. 2) which compare the standardized brightnesses of 42 high-redshift Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) (0.18 < z < 0.83) with 18 low-redshift SNe Ia to find that for a flat universe Ω Λ = 0.72 ± 0.08 (Ω M = 1 − Ω Λ ), or a deceleration parameter q 0 = −0.58, and constrain the combination 0.8 Ω M − 0.6 Ω Λ to −0.2 ± 0.1.
This evidence for a negative-pressure vacuum energy density is in remarkable concordance with combined galaxy cluster measurements, 3 which are sensitive to Ω M , and CMB results, 4, 5 which are sensitive to the curvature Ω k (see Fig. 1 ). Two of these three independent measurements and standard inflation would have to be in error to make the cosmological constant (or other negative pressure dark energy) unnecessary in the cosmological models.
These measurements indicate the presence of a new, unknown energy component that can cause acceleration, hence having equation of state w ≡ p/ρ < −1/3. This might be the cosmological constant. Alternatively, it could be that this dark energy is due to some other primordial field for which ρ = −p, leading to different dynamical properties than a cosmological constant. The fundamental importance of a universal vacuum energy has sparked a flurry of activity in theoretical physics with several classes of models being proposed (e.g. quintessence, 6, 7 Pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone Boson (PNGB) models, 8, 9 cosmic defects 10, 11 ). Placing some constraints on possible dark energy models, Refs. 1, 12, 13 find that for a flat Universe, the data are consistent with a cosmological-constant equation of state with 0.2 Fig. 2) , or generally w < −0.6 at 95% confidence level. The cosmic string defect theory (w = −1/3) is already strongly disfavored.
In this paper, we attempt to formulate a definitive supernova study that will determine the values of the cosmological parameters and measure the properties and test possible models for the dark energy. In §2 we identify and discuss how to minimize systematic errors that fundamentally limit the precision with which this probe can measure cosmological parameters. A SN dataset that maximizes the resolving power of the redshift-luminosity relation under the constraint of these systematic errors is constructed in §3. We present in §4 the SuperNova / Acceleration Probe (SNAP) whose observing strategy and instrumentation suite is tailored to provide the data that satisfy both our statistical and systematic requirements.
CONTROL OF SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
Type Ia SNe have already proved to be an excellent distance indicator for probing the dynamics of the Universe. However, as we move toward the era of precision cosmology, we recognize that using the SN redshift-luminosity distance relationship for measuring cosmological parameters is fundamentally limited by potential systematic errors (as are all cosmological probes).
Known Sources of Systematic Errors
Below are identified effects which any experiment that wishes to make maximal use of this technique will need to recognize and control. Following each item is the typical size of the effect on the SN brightness, along with a rough estimate of the expected systematic residual remaining after statistical correction for such effects with the SNAP dataset.
Malmquist Bias: A flux-limited sample preferentially detects the intrinsically brighter members of any population of sources. Directly correcting this bias would rely on knowledge of the SN Ia luminosity function, which may change with lookback time. A detection threshold fainter than peak by at least five times the intrinsic SN Ia luminosity dispersion ensures sample completeness with respect to intrinsic SN brightness, eliminating this bias (∼5-10%;0%).
K-Correction and Cross-Filter Calibration:
The current data set of time and lightcurve-width-dependent SN spectra needed for K-corrections is incomplete. Judicious choice of filter sets, spectral time series of representative SN Ia, and cross-wavelength relative flux calibration control this systematic (∼0-10%;< 0.5%). Non-SN Ia Contamination: Observed supernovae must be positively identified as SN Ia. As some Type Ib and Ic SNe have spectra and brightnesses that otherwise mimic those of SNe Ia, a spectrum covering the defining rest frame Si II 6250Å feature for every SN at maximum will provide a pure sample (∼10%;0%).
Galactic Extinction: Supernova fields can be chosen toward the low extinction Galactic poles. Future SIRTF observations will allow an improved mapping between color excesses (e.g. of Galactic halo subdwarfs in the SNAP field) and Galactic extinction by dust (∼1-10%;< 0.5%).
Gravitational Lensing by Clumped Mass:
Inhomogeneities along the SN line of sight can gravitationally magnify or demagnify the SN flux. Since flux is conserved, the average of large numbers of SNe per redshift bin will give the correct average brightness. SNAP weak gravitational lensing measurements and micro-lensing studies can further help distinguish whether or not the matter is in compact objects (∼1-10%;∼ 0.5%).
Extinction by Extra-Galactic "normal" Dust: Cross-wavelength flux calibrated spectra will measure any wavelength dependent absorption (∼1-20%;1%).
Possible Sources of Systematic Errors Extinction by Gray Dust
As opposed to normal dust, gray dust is postulated to produce wavelength independent absorption in optical bands. Although physical gray dust grain models dim blue and red optical light equally, the near-IR light (∼1. affected. Cross-wavelength calibrated spectra extending to wavelength regions where "gray" dust is no longer gray will characterize the hypothetical large-grain dust's absorption properties. Armed with the extinction -color excess properties of the gray dust, broadband near-infrared colors can provide "gray" dust extinction corrections for SNe out to z = 0.5. Moreover, the gray dust will re-emit absorbed starlight and thus contribute to the far-infrared background. Deeper SCUBA and SIRTF observations should tighten the constraints on the amount of gray dust allowed.
Uncorrected Supernova Evolution
Supernova behavior itself may have systematic variations depending, e.g., on properties of its progenitor star or binary-star system. The distribution of these stellar properties is likely to change over time-"evolve"-in a given galaxy, and over a population of galaxies. Nearby SNe Ia drawn from a wide range of galactic environments already provide an observed evolutionary range of SNe Ia. 14, 15 The SNe differences that have been identified in these data are well calibrated by the SN Ia light curve width-luminosity relation, leaving a 10% instrinsic dispersion. As of yet, there is no evidence for systematic residuals after correction -aside from a few SNe with identified peculiarities -although observational errors would obscure such an effect. It is not clear whether any additional effects will be revealed with larger, more precise and systematic, low-redshift SNe surveys.
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Theoretical models can identify observables that are expected to display heterogeneity. These key features, indicative of the underlying initial conditions and physical mechanisms controlling the SN, will be measured with SNAP, allowing statistical correction for what would otherwise be a systematic error. The state of empirical understanding of these observables at the time SNAP flies will be explicitly tested by SNAP measurements. Presently, we perform Fisher matrix analyses on model spectra and lightcurves to estimate the statistical measurement requirements, and ensure that we have sensitivity to use subsamples to test for residual systematics at better than the 2% level. This approach reveals the main effects of -as well as covariance between -the following observables:
Rise time from explosion to peak: This is an indicator of opacity, fused 56 Ni mass and possible differences in the 56 Ni distribution. A 0.1 day uncertainty corresponds to a 1% brightness constraint at peak, 17 and achieving such accuracy requires discovery within ∼2 days of explosion, on average, i.e. ∼30× fainter than peak.
Plateau level 45 days past peak:
The light curve plateau level that begins ∼45 days past -and more than 10× fainter than -peak is an important indicator of the C/O ratio of the progenitor star, and fused 56 Ni. A 5% constraint on this plateau brightness corresponds to a 1% constraint on the peak brightness.
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Overall light curve timescale: The "stretch factor" that parameterizes the light curve time scale is affected by almost all the aforementioned parameters since it tracks the SN Ia's lightcurve development from early to late times. It is correlated with rise time and plateau level, and it ties SNAP's controls for systematics to the controls used in the current ground-based work. A 0.5% uncertainty in the stretch factor measurement corresponds to a ∼1% uncertainty at peak. 
Spectral line velocities:
The velocities of several spectral features throughout the UV and visible make an excellent diagnostic of the overall kinetic energy of the SNe Ia. Velocities constrained to ∼250 km s −1 constrain the peak luminosity ∼1%, 17 given a typical SNe Ia expansion velocity of 15,000 km s −1 .
UV Spectral features:
The positions of various spectral features in the restframe UV are strong indicators of the metallicity of the SNe Ia. By achieving a reasonable S/N on such features SNAP will be able to constrain the metallicity of the progenitor to 0.1 dex. 18 Spectral features in the restframe optical (Ca II H&K and Si II at 6150Å) provide additional constraints on the opacity and luminosity of the SN Ia.
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By measuring all of the above features for each SN we can tightly constrain the physical conditions of the explosion, making it possible to recognize subsets of SNe with matching initial conditions. The approach which SNAP makes possible is to measure each feature well enough to ensure a small luminosity range for each SNe subset categorized according to physical condition. The expected residual systematics from effects such as Malmquist bias, K-correction, etc, discussed at the beginning of this section, total ∼2%. Thus, a subset analysis based on physical conditions should group SNe to within <2% in luminosity, and this is a goal in addition to a purely statistical correction for any 2nd-parameter effects.
In addition to these features of the SNe themselves, we will also study the host galaxy of the supernova. We can measure the host galaxy luminosity, colors, morphology, and the location of the SN within the galaxy, even at redshifts z ∼1.7. Such observations are difficult or impossible from the ground.
SUPERNOVAE AS A PROBE OF THE DARK ENERGY
Our primary scientific objective is to use most efficiently the leverage available in the redshift-luminosity distance relationship to measure the matter and dark energy densities of the Universe with small statistical and systematic errors, and also test the properties and possible models for the dark energy. We thus determine the number of SNe we need to find, how they should be distributed in redshift, and how precisely we need to determine each one's peak brightness.
The intrinsic peak-brightness dispersion of SNe Ia after light-curve shape and extinction correction is ∼10%, so from a statistical standpoint there is no need to measure the corrected peak brightness to better than ∼10%. With such statistical accuracy, a large sample -∼2000 SNe Ia -is required to meet the measurement goals given in Table 1 . This large sample is also necessary to allow model-independent checks for any residual systematics or refined standardization parameters, since the sample will have to be subdivided in a multidimensional parameter space of redshift, lightcurvewidth, host properties, etc.
The importance of using SNe Ia over the full redshift range out to z ∼ 1.7 for measuring the cosmological parameters is demonstrated in Fig. 3 which shows the statistical uncertainty in measuring the equation of state parameter, w, as a function of maximum redshift probed in SN Ia surveys. 20 This simulation considers 2000 SNe Ia in the range 0.1 ≤ z ≤ z max measured with SNAP, along with 300 low-redshift SNe Ia from the Nearby Supernova Factory. 16 A statistical error of 15% was assigned to each SN, which includes statistical measurement error and intrinsic error. A flat universe is assumed. Two classes of models were considered, one in which w is forced to be constant with time and a second in which w varies with time according to the linear expansion w = w 0 + w ′ z. The former case is applicable to a cosmological constant or a network of topological defects, while the latter case is applicable for all other models. For these two types of models, two types of experiments were considered. The first is an idealized experiment subject only to statistical errors and free of any systematic errors. The second is a much more realistic model which assumes both statistical and systematic 20 The cases where w is assumed constant in time are labeled as σ(w), while the cases where w is allowed to vary with time as w = w0 + w ′ z are labeled as σ(w0). The lower two curves assume that the experiment is free of any systematic errors, while the upper two curves are for the case where systematic errors are present at the 2% level. The top, heavy curve corresponds to the most realistic case. It is clear that even with modest systematic errors good accuracy requires probing to high redshift. In all cases a flat universe is assumed; a prior is also placed on ΩM , with a less constrained prior of σΩ M = 0.03 for the cases where systematics are taken into account. errors, with the systematic errors being very small like those SNAP can achieve. Ω M is constrained in both cases, with a prior which itself reflects the impact of systematics, i.e., σ ΩM = 0.01 for an ideal experiment and σ ΩM = 0.03 for a more realistic case.
From this figure we conclude that a SNe Ia sample extending to redshifts of z > 1 is crucial for any realistic experiment in which there are some systematic errors remaining after all statistical corrections are applied. It is also clear that ignoring systematic errors can lead to claims which are too optimistic.
Although current data indicate that an accelerating dark energy density-perhaps the cosmological constant-has overtaken the decelerating mass density, they do not tell us the actual magnitude of either one. These two density values are two of the fundamental parameters that describe the constituents of our Universe, and determine its geometry and destiny. SNAP is designed to obtain sufficient brightness-redshift data for a large enough range of redshifts (0.1 < z < 1.7) that these absolute densities can each be determined to unprecedented accuracy (see Fig. 1 ). Taken together, the sum of these energy densities then provides a measurement of the curvature of the Universe. Assuming that the dark energy is the cosmological constant, this experiment can simultaneously determine mass density Ω M to accuracy of 0.02, cosmological constant energy density Ω Λ to 0.05 and curvature Ω k = 1 − Ω M − Ω Λ to 0.06. The expected parameter measurement precisions for this and other cosmological scenarios are summarized in Table 1 ; note that these values are sensitive to the 
specific choice of dark energy model and parameter priors.
The SNAP experiment is one of very few that can study the dark energy directly, and test a cosmological constant against alternative dark energy candidates. Assuming a flat Universe with mass density Ω M and a dark energy component with a non-evolving equation of state, this experiment will be able to measure the equation of state ratio w with accuracy of 0.05 (for constant w), at least a factor of five better than the best planned cosmological probes, including systematic errors. 21, 22 With such a strong constraint on w we will be able to differentiate between the cosmological constant and such theoretical alternatives as topological defect models and a range of dynamical scalar-field ("quintessence") particlephysics models (see Fig. 2 ). Moreover, with data of such high quality one can relax the assumption of the constant equation of state, and test its variation with redshift, as predicted by many theories including supergravity and M-theory inspired models. These determinations would directly shed light on high energy field theory and physics of the early Universe.
CMB measurements from Planck will provide valuable complementarity and cross comparison with SNAP, however CMB measurements are unable to study w(z). Other cosmological measurements are and will be available, but those with sensitivity to w(z) still have significant systematics yet to be identified and overcome. The simultaneous fits of these measurements can improve constraints by as much as an order of magnitude -or they may not agree and upset our cosmological understanding.
BASELINE EXPERIMENT
To accomplish a rigorous test, discovery and study of more SNe and more distant SNe (or any probe) is by itself insufficient. As just shown, we must address each of the systematic concerns while making precise SN measurements, requiring a major leap forward in the measurement techniques. The science goals have thus driven us to the SNAP satellite experiment that we describe in this section.
Instrumentation
The baseline for the SuperNova/Acceleration Probe is comprised of a simple, dedicated combination of a 2-m telescope three-mirror-anastigmat, 23 a 0.7 square-degree optical-NIR imager and a low resolution (R∼100) spectrograph sensitive in the wavelength range 0.35 -1.7 µm. A feedback loop based on fast-readout chips on the focal plane is used to stabilize the image. A prototype of SNAP is illustrated in Fig. 4 . The mirror aperture is about as small as it can be before photometry and spectroscopy at the requisite resolutions are no longer zodiacal-light-noise limited. A smaller mirror design would quickly degrade the achievable S/N of the spectroscopy measurements, and drastically reduce the number of SNe Ia followed. The three-mirror-anastigmat, illustrated in Fig. 5 , achieves a corrected field 1.4 degree in diameter, and the fraction of the focal plane to populate with detectors has been chosen to obtain the follow-up photometry of multiple SNe Ia simultaneously. A smaller field would require multiple pointings of the telescope and again would greatly reduce the number of SNe Ia that could be followed. The spectrograph covers the wavelength range necessary to capture, over the entire target redshift range, the Si II 6150Å feature that both identifies SNe Ia and provides a key measurement of the explosion physics to probe the progenitor state.
The wide field of view of the SNAP imager allows simultaneous batch discovery and photometry, and over the mission lifetime will yield ∼2000 SNe with the proposed accuracy. Even higher numbers of more distant, less precisely measured SNe will be available in our data set. The wide-field imager covers 0.68 square-degrees of sky. 0.34 square degrees consists of a mosaic of LBNL new technology n-type high-resistivity CCD's [24] [25] [26] that have high (∼80%) quantum efficiency for wavelengths between 0.35 and 1.0 µm. Each of the 3.5k×3.5k CCD's have 10.5 µm pixels which give 0.1 ′′ per pixel with readout noise of 4e − and dark current less than 0.002 e − pixel −1 sec −1 . 27 Extensive radiation testing shows that these CCD's will suffer little or no performance degradation over the lifetime of SNAP. 28, 29 An additional 0.34 square degrees is covered by an array of 36 HgCdTe detectors 30 ; we will use commercially available 2k×2k, 1.7 µm cutoff devices with 18 µm pixels, high (∼ 60%) quantum efficiency, low (∼ 0.1 e − pixel −1 sec −1 ) dark current, and 5 e − readout noise. 31 For exposures longer than a few minutes the zodiacal light always dominates the detector noise.
Fixed filters are placed on each detector, arranged in the focal plane such that each piece of sky can be observed in each filter with a shift and stare mode of operation ( Figure 6 ). The relative areas of each filter scale the cumulative exposure times to give limiting fluxes per unit frequency that are nearly constant from 0.35-1.7 µm. The imager will run a concurrent search and follow-up of SNe Ia over the entire redshift range 0.1 ≤ z ≤ 1.7 in wavelengths between 0.35 and 1.7 µm.
The SNAP spectrograph relies on an integral field unit (IFU) to obtain an effective image of a 3 ′′ ×3 ′′ field, split into approximately 0.15 ′′ by 3 ′′ regions that are individually dispersed to obtain a flux at each position and wavelength. 32 A prism provides a high-throughput dispersive element that makes possible observations of z = 1.7 SNe Ia with brightness 24 magnitudes at λ = 1.6 µm (on the Vega system), with a 2-m aperture telescope. The broad SN spectral features require only low resolution (R ∼ 100). This resolution is achieved across the visible-NIR spectrum with the prism used in single-pass for blue wavelengths and double-pass for red wavelengths. The visible detector is an LBNL CCD while the NIR detector is HgCdTe, both as described above, but with a goal of improved noise properties relative to the imager detectors. Together they provide high quantum efficiency from 0.35 − 1.7µm. In operation, the IFU will allow simultaneous spectroscopy of a SN target and its surrounding galactic environment; the 3 ′′ ×3 ′′ field of view also removes any requirement for precise positioning of a SN target in a traditional spectrograph slit and simplifies eventual subtraction of a host galaxy spectrum. This point is particularly important for absolute flux calibration, because all of the SN light is collected with the IFU. The spectrograph is thus designed to allow use of the spectra to obtain photometry in any synthetic filter band that one chooses.
SNAP fits within a Delta-IV launch vehicle, and will be placed in high-earth orbit in order to avoid thermal loading from the Earth. Passive cooling of the focal plane is then achieved by restricting one side of the spacecraft to face the Sun, and placing a radiator in the spacecraft shadow. Passive cooling eliminates the need for cryogens, which would otherwise increase the mass and decrease the lifetime of SNAP. Orbital perigee will occur over the 11-m ground station at the Space Sciences Lab (SSL) in Berkeley, allowing downloading of the ∼ 3.5 Tbits of science data generated in each 3-day orbit. Mission operations will be handled at SSL.
Observation Strategy and Baseline Data Package
This instrumentation will be used with a simple, predetermined observing strategy designed to repeatedly monitor regions of sky near the north and south ecliptic poles together covering 15 square degrees, discovering and following SNe Ia that explode in those regions. Every field will be visited at least every four days, with sufficiently long exposures that almost all SNe Ia in the SNAP survey region will be discovered within a few restframe days restframe days of explosion. (SNe at much higher redshifts on average will be found slightly later in their light curve rise times.) The periodic observation of fixed fields ensures that every SN at z < 1.7 will be followed as it brightens and fades.
